
























retain all screws for later and  pay attention to 

the plastic pin on each screw, screw it until 

the screw head

Unscrew the blocks supporting the front

You can now remove the 

front

cut front power cable: it will be 

reconnected to the new front

be careful not to cut the hot wire under the 

flavour tags holder 

attention! on each side there are 2 cables:

1 is the hot wire of the flavour tags holder and should 

not be trimmed 

remove the side panels

unscrew the fixing screws of the 

side (above)

unscrew the fixing screws of the 

side (below)

unscrew the fixing screws 

of the front on both sides

unscrew the bumpers

remove the bumpers

Cut power cables on either side of the front glass



cut the LED power supply wires that exit under 

the tank (left side operator)

Pull down the tube and remove it from the 

blocks

disconnect the glass side power cable under 

the worktop and repeat for the other side

remove the top supporting screws on both sides

Caution: the screws have different lengths. then 

each must be repositioned in the respective 

position

Long screw

over

Short screw

under

You can now remove the glass top
remove the led cable from the tube

unscrew all the blocks and keep them aside for 

later

unscrew the side 

from the supports, 

making sure to 

support it

you can now remove the 

sides



screw the new sides on and reconnect the 

power supply

Cut the cables coming out from the glass side and apply 

the Red female connectors provided with the material 

supplied

Repeat on the other side

screw the front support 

blocks on the glass sides 

Apply the clear adhesive thickness supplied on the 

outer rim and top of the glass side

cut the Strip just before the top block

Replace the glass top and screw it to the holes on 

the sides, making sure to place the long  screw 

above and the short one below

Long screw

over

Short screw

under

do not go beyond this point with the 

adhesive

on the new glass front supplied we have already  

applied the adhesive, so it's ready to be mounted



reposition at venue 

the new front

Screw it to the 

blocks 

reassembled on 

the sides

reconnect the front 

glass power wires to 

the  cables cut 

before

use the supplied

connectors

Remount the panelling by following 

backlinks the instructions to disassemble
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